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INTRODUCTION
There have been several studies to determine
the value of illustrations on comprehension and to an-
alyze Imagery in children’s reading. Most <bf these
studies have been made with children in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades. Few studies have been done
on the primary grade level, so this writer, a primary
grade teacher, was interested to study the effect of
illustrations in stories on the imagery and recall of
children in grade two. Additional problems considered
are:
1. A comparison of the immediate recall from
illustrated stories with the delayed recall
of the same stories.
2. Sex differences in the amount of recall.
3. Sex differences in visual and auditory imagery
-(
.
.
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CHAPTER I
RESEARCH
c'
CHAPTER I
"In recent years there have been marked changes
in primary readers, the most striking of which is
1/
the increased use of illustrations. In some of
the more recent books pictures comprise the chief
features.
"
But there have been diverse opinions concern-
ing the value of illustrations, and many studies have
been made on this subject. However most of these
studies have dealt with the intermediate grade level
rather than the primary grade level. This is an
effort to determine the effect of illustrations in
stories on the imagery and recall of children in
grade two. Additional problems to be considered are:
1. A comparison of the immediate recall from
illustrated stories with delayed recall of the
same stories.
2. Sex differences in the amount of recall.
3. Sex differences in visual and auditory imagery.
The research for this study has been divided
into four main parts:
1. Brief historical background in the study of
imagery and illustrations
1/ Miller, William, "What Children See in Pictures,"
Elementary School Journal, University of Chicago,
Vol. XXXIX Decl 1926, P. 280
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2* The meaning and study of imagery
a, definition d, individual differences
b, types e. relevance to thinking
c, functions f, in children
3, Studies concerning illustrations and children
literature
4. Similar studies which may be of help to
this writer in making this a more accurate
and better study
Historical Background
The history of illustrated books follows a con-
1/
troversial trend. Freeman tells us that the history
of children's picture books goes back into a very
obscure past. The MOrbis Pictus," written over three
hundred years ago by Commenius, is said to be the
first picture book made especially for children.
During the Renaissance children shared with parents
the chapman— a small and badly illustrated book de-
picting the adventures of such heroes as Robin Hood,
i/ Freeman, G-, LaVerne, and Freeman, Ruth Sunderlin,
The Child and His Picture Book, Northwestern Uni-
versity Press, Chicago, 1933 p, 11
.,
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By the eighteenth century certain reputable artists
began to give time and thought to the creating of
illustrations for children.
2/
However Good relates that before Commenius
wrote "Orbis Pictus" in 1657, the practice of illus-
trating and printing books was already two centuries
old. Printing came into general use from about 14-55
to 1460 and illustrations were introduced into printed
bookd soon after that. The earliest impressions were
made from woodcuts but copper engravings were used
in Florence, Italy
,
as early as 1477.
2/
Good further relates that McMurtrie in his
"Story of Printing and Bookmaking" has told that the
earliest of all illustrated books was a collection
of fables in German called "Der Edelstein," published
in Bamberg in 1461, containing 101 woodcuts.
In 1545 Henry VIII authorized a "Primer" and or-
dered it to be used by "every schoolmaster and bring-
iS/
er-up of young beginners." One edition contained
a picture of Moses with Tablets of the Law, and the
other was intended to enforce religious sentiments.
IT Freeman, G. LaVerne, and Freeman, Ruth Sunderlin,
The Child and His Picture Book. Northwestern Univer-
sity Press, Chicago, 1953, p. 12
2/ Good, H. G., "The First Illustrated Schoolbooks,
bibliography f," Journal of Educational Research.
Voi;h XXXV Jan. 194^ p. 335
2/ idem: p. 341
4/ idem: p. 340
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Good sites the statement of Frank Weitenkampf
in his "Illustrated Books"— 1938-- as an excellent ex-
pression of affairs from 1457 to 1557 • "The use of
illustrations to aid the laggard brain, to enliven
the text, and to add to the force of visual in-
struction as a supplement to the text, began practi-
cally with the first use of printing*"
During the reign of Elizabeth, a small "A B G
with Catechism"— a four-page book with the engraving on
one page of a schoolroom interior with teacher and
pupils, was supposedly used by every English school
child.
i/
Griffitts states that an historical survey of
the literature of imagery types reveals three separate
lines of investigation. The first line deals with
the individual differences in the clearness of concrete
imagery, the second with the quantitative aspect of
concrete imagery, and the third with the quantitative
aspect of verbal imagery.
Later writers assumed that if visual imagery is
vague, some other kind must be compensatingly clear.
On the basis of this multiple- type notion of imagery.—
1/ Griffitts, Charles H. , Fundamentals of Vocational
Psychology, MacMillan Company, New York, 1925,
pp. 262-265
—-r..e -••
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extensive investigations were made in the field of
verbal imagery.
The period from 1880 to 1910 was known as
the "pure-type" period because investigators amd sys-
tematizers assumed that most individuals belonged to
definite visual, auditory, or motor-types, with some
belonging to a mixed type. The acceptance of this
multiple- type idea was one factor which led writers
to believe that persons with weak visual imagery must
necessarily have strong auditory or kinaesthetic imagery
The close of the "pure- type" period was marked
by the general recognition that for the majority of
persons concrete imagery is predominantly visual and
verbal imagery predominantly auditory-motor.
The Meaning and Study of Imagery
What is imagery?
1/
G-riffitts says, "Imagery, as the term is
used in psychology, is not limited to "mental pictures
It includes all sense departments, in so far as they
are represented in thee recall of an object or an
event.
"
1/ G-riffitts, Charles H. , Fundamentals of Vocational
Psychology
.
MacMillan Company, New York, 1925* P. 273
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Gates tells us that "no one knows precisely
what imagery is, on what mechanism it depends, or how
2/
to examine it accurately in children;" while MacLennan
defines imagery as "a name for concrete mental pro-
cesses taken in their immediate and varied individual-
ities. "
2/
Rosett terms imagery as an increasingly
vivid and accurate subjective reproduction of objective
4/
experiences;" and Vaughan says, "Images are the men-
tal pictures involved in the memory of past experiences
or in anticipation of the future. They are the el-
ements of our ideas."
Images may be classified as visual, auditory,
gustatory, olfactory, cutaneous, kinaesthetic, or organic;
2/
or in general terms, as concrete and verbal. In
concrete imagery the person pictures the object itself
imagery
while in verbal h the person thinks words which sym-
bolize the object.
ir Gates, Arthur I., The Psychology of Reading and
Spelling. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922
P. 99
2/ MacLennan, S. F. , "The Image and the Idea", Psvchoi
logical Review, April 1922. Vol. IX P. 69
y Rosett, Joshua, The Mechanism of Thought. Imagery,
and Hallucination, Mornin^side Heights,
versity Press, N. Y., 1939, p. 155
Columbia Uni-
V Vaughan,
and Co.
Wayland, General Psychology.
Inc
. ,
1936, ~p7" 'Yd
Doubleday Doran
2/ idem
:
pp. 388-389
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Colvin and Bagley tell us that "images are
classified according to the sensation to which they
correspond. In earlier life we think much more in
concrete imagery than we do in later life."
An extraordinary type of imagery has been in-
vestigated in recent years— that of eidetic imagery
—
2/
which is a special concrete visual imagery. Eidetic
imagery is very rare in adults but about sixty per-
cent of the children between the ages of ten to fif-
teen possess eidetic capacity. Eidetic imagery enables
a child to review the aspects of a situation until
he gradually gains a comprehension of its full mean-
ing.
1/
In an experiment conducted by Griffitts it
was shown that visual imagery tended to be independent
of other forms. while auditory and kinaesthetic forms
went together. Results favored the theory of combina-
a/
ti on- types of imagery, James refers to an experiment
1/ Colvin, Stephen Sheldon, and Bagley, William C,,
Human Behavior, MacMillan Co., N. Y.
, 1913, p.233-234
2/ Vaughan, Wayland, General Psychology. Doubledav Doran
and Co. Inc., 1935, p7 390
2/ Grlffitts, C. H, , "individual Differences in Imagery',’
Psychological Abstracts. Vol. II, 1928, p. 264, #1137
4/ James, William, Principles of Psychology. Henry Holt
and Co., N. Y.
,
Vol. II, 1890, p. 60
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of M, A, Binet in "which he discovered that the aud-
itory types of imagery appear to be rarer than the
visual type. Persons possessing the auditory type
imagine what they think in the language of sound.
In order to remember a lesson they impress upon their
mind the sound of the words on a page. They reason
as well as remember by ear. According to the work
1/
of the psychologist Vaughan, if a person has a vivid
Ik
imagery he grasps material most easily if it is read
to him, but the student who is visually minded will
learn his lesson most efficiently if he reads it to
himself.
2/
Pear says that "since visual imagery has a
longer history than verbal imagery, the former may have
developed powers of expressing discrimination, abstraction,
and generalization to an extent not fully realized,"
Since visual images and perhaps auditory ones, too,
have their own personal appropriateness, they may be
as superior to words as houses and gardens are to
u Vaughan, Wayland, General Psychology . Doubleday Doran
and Co. Inc,, N, Y.
, 1936, p, 391
2/ Pear, T, H. , "Privileges and Limitations of Visual
Imagery," British Journal of Psychology. Vol, XV,
April 1925^ pp. 369, 371
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hotels and parks. It is rauoh easier and more natural
to get a new visual image when the old one has be-
come inadequate than it is to find or invent a new
word.
3/
Hollingworth and Poffenberger have concluded
it is very difficult to draw a perfectly definite
conclusion as to the practical function of imagery.
2/
To quote from Hollingworth and Poffenberger: "Some
persons have very vivid imagery and find it present
in consciousness so consistently that they make memory
and the presence of images of past experiences prac-
tically synonomous. To such persons one way to im-
prove memory and learning power is to cultivate a
richer and more detailed mental imagery. To others,
such imagery is almost unknown and consequently seems
valueless for mental operations."
2/
However Wheat has explained controversial
opinions concerning the psychology of imagery in the
1/ Hollingworth, H. L. , and Poffenberger, A. T.
,
Applied Psychology. D. Appleton and Co., N. Y.,
1924, p. 74
2/ idem: p. 73
2/ Wheat, Harry G-rove, The Teaching; of Reading. G-inn
and Co., N. Y.
, 1923, p. 105
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early days and now— "The ease with which one can call
up all sorts of mental imagery is usually considered
one of the most potent factors in determining one's
ability to interpret a passage of literature,
"
y
Titchener tells us that visual images are
to images in general what words are to ideas.
2/
Starch, who has conducted experiments with
imagery and imagery tests, has determined that "images
of the class most predominant for a given person may
be aroused by stimuli coming through another sense.
That is, auditory stimuli may arouse visual images
as well as, or even more quickly than, auditory images
if visual images are more natural to the individual."
"The psychology of the present day offers crit-
1/
icism of the "mental picture" explanation. In the
first place
,
one's mental pictures are very indistinct
and almost completely lacking in detail,
A second indication that Images are not the
1/ Titchener, Edward B. , A Primer of Psychology,
MacMillan Go,, N. Y.
, 1925, p, 201
2/ Starch, Daniel, Educational Psychology. MacMillan GO.,
N. Y., 1926, p. 167
2/ '.heat, Harry G-rwve, The Teaching of Reading, G-inn
and Go., N. Y.
, 1923, pp. 106-109
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‘important mental fact in the apprehension of the mean-
ing is the existence of a large number of words to
which no appropriate mental pictures can be attached."
It has been readily determined from experiments
and studies that there are individual differences in
imagery.
Bowers has determined through experiment that
"there is little or no sex difference in the order
in which visual and auditory images are arranged on
the basis of clarity."
2/ 2/
Hicks and Vaughan both cite studies by G-al-
ton in 1857 which showed that people differ in the
kinds of imagery which they employ in thinking of the
same situation. Imagery is more frequent in persons
engaged in some kinds of occupations than in others.
For example, with those occupied in types of mental
work, imagery is almost entirely absent, while the art-
ist possesses very vivid imagery.
James also quotes G-alton as saying, "The
1/ Bowers, Henry, "The Constancy of Imaginal Content,"
Journal of Educational Psychology . Warwick and York
Inc., Baltimore, Md. Vol. XX April 1929, p.298
2/ Hicks, Dawes, "On the Nature of Images',' British
Journal of Psychology. Vol. XV 1924, pp. 133
2/ Vaughan, Way land, G-eneral Psychology . Doubleday,
Doran and Co., N. Y. 1936, p. 38
4/ James, William, The Principles of Psychology . Henry
Holt and Co., Vol. II 1890, p. 55
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pcwer of visualizing is higher in the female sex than
in the male. 1 '
It has further been discovered that there are
much wider variations in imagery than in sensory capac-
/y
ities. . Some people claim no imagery, others have
excellent imagery for one kind of material and poor
imagery for another kind.. The fact that a person
may rapidly recall digits but not musical notes helps
to show possible variations in imagery, which different
individuals may be able to command.
.
2/
Fiom Burtt it is learned that individuals
differ in their susceptibility to certain factors.
Thus the visual imagery of some may be most influenced
by motor reinforcement; of others by interest; and of
others by complexity of contour.X •
2/
Norsworthy and Whitley do not believe differ-
ences in imagery depend entirely on the individual
1/ Ellis, Robert S. , Psychology of Individual Differ-
ences. D. Appleton-Century Co., N. Y., 1936, p. 58
2/ Burtt, Harold, "Factors Which Influence the Arousal
of the Primary Visual Memory Image," The American
Journal of Psychology
. Vol. XXVII, 1916, p. 117
2/ Norsworthy, Naomi, and Whitley, Mary Theodora,
The Psychology of Childhood , MacMillan Co., N. Y.,
1923, P. 150
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when they state that "experimental psychology has shown
that the type of image depends not on the individual
but on the material, on the extent to which the
purpose is involved, and on the presence of difficulties.
It has been determined also that visual im-
ages may vary in frequency, clearness, quickness, of
1/
recall, and usefulness. Personal interest, as well,
is important because it may determine whether an image
may stay in consciousness and if it does, in what
direction it may develop. Pear further states: "Lazi-
ness seems to discourage a visual image from staying
or developing. Visual imagery has its own technique
of elaboration and abstraction,"
Since this study will be concerned with
immediate and delayed recall as well as imagery the
2/
writer feels this statement of Vaughan is of in-
terest,. "Immediate retention depends more upon the
imprinting; permament retention more upon the develop-
ment of association, A person who excells in immedi-
1/ Pear, T, H, , "The Relevance of Visual Imagery to
the Process of Thinking," British Journal of Psy-
chology, Vol. XVIII, July 1927, pp. 3-4
2/ Vaughan, Wayland, General Psychology, Doubleday Doran
and Co, Inc,, N. Y,
, 1936, p, 417
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ate retention may be deficient when the goal is per-
manent retention*"
What value does imagery have bn thinking?
Opinions vary on this question*
1/
Ellis says, "Our thinking involves the use
of images to a considerable extent and the character
and results of thinking may be determined in large
measure by our capacity in that direction*
2/
Bartlett states, "Thinking is a reference to
a past situation in such a way as to attempt to
solve a present problem."
"Thinking must use signs and since visual im-
ages are one sort of sign, visual images may be
relevant to the process of thinking*"
"By the aid of the image and particularly the
visual image, a man can take' out of its setting some-
thing that happened a year ago, reinstate it with much
if not all, of its individuality unimpaired, compare,
condense, and combine it with something that happened
yesterday and use them both to help him solve a prob-
„
2/
lem with which he is confronted today*
~TT Ellis, Robert S* , Psychology of Individual Differ-
ences, D. Apple ton-Century Co*, N. Y*, 1936, p. 417
2/ Bartlett, F* C*, "The Relevance of Visual Imagery
to the Process of Thinking," British Journal of
Psychology
,
Vol* XVIII, p. 24 1927-1928
2/ idem: p. . 27
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%Colvin and Bagley have determined that the
great majority of persons think in various kinds of
imagery on various occasions and are not predisposed
to one typeal e* * . There is great advantage in
thinking in as many kinds of imagery as possible, and
schools should employ the visual, auditory, and motor
imagery, both concrete and symbolic, in their various
forms.
2/
Aveling, who has made an extensive study of
the relevance of mental imagery to thinking, is of
slightly diverse opinion. "Thought for many modern
psychologists is the incipient awakening, or sute-excite-
2/
ment of images." Through experiment Aveling con-
cludes however, "Visual images are not necessary in
processes of thinking. But when they occur, they
may very well be relevant in the sense of agreeing
with, related, or pertinent to the thdmght going on,
just as they may be illustrative of it."
it/
Pear relates, "Some psychologists, who believe
1/ Colvin, Stephen Sheldon, and Bagley, William C.,
Human Behavior. MacMillan Co., N. Y., 1913> P* 235
2/ Aveling, F., "The Relevance of Mental Imagery to the
Process of Thinking," British Journal of Psychology,
* Vol. XVIII, 1927-1928, p. 21
2/ idem: p. 21
Pear, T. H.
,
"The Relevance of Visual Imagery to
the Process of Thinking, " British Journal Of Psychology ,
V»T
- XVIII, July 1927, pp. 12-13
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the value of the image in thinking to be small, write
of it as irrelevant, others as discrepant*
"Evidence is available from experiments like
those of Comstock, from findings of psycho-analysis and
from certain records that visual images are generally
relevant and useful and that in some types of ab-
stractions they may be uniquely useful*"
It may be safely stated, however, that the
greater the amount and variety of imagery in a person
1/
the richer and more valuable his thought processes*
It is quite definitely concluded that there is greater
imagery in children than in adults* Investigations
have established the fact that young children think
largely in concrete visual images and that. although
auditory and motor Imagery are present, they
2/
school grades*
play an
unimportant part in lower The child
up to ten years of age is predominantly a visualizer
while in more advanced grades concrete imagery gives
way to verbal imagery*
1/ Colvin, Stephen Sheldon, The Learning Process,
MacMillan Company, N* Y*
, 1923, p • 126
2/ Colvin, idem: p* 114
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The education of the child greatly influences
the particular type of imagery which he generally
uses, and it is no evidence that a child does not
possess a certain type of imagery because he does not
1/
think in such terms. However, constant disuse of
a certain type of imagery may destroy the effective
use of that type.
2/
Colvin believes, "No child should gradu-
ate from the common school with his ability to imagine
in concrete forms devitalized. He should have it in
his pwwer to revive visual experiences in as intense
a manner as when he entered the primary grades. If
he possesses a natural disposition, his auditory imagery
should still be vivid and the dramatic instinct which
he showed normally in his childhood plays should not
have vanished.!’
Illustrations and Children’s Literature
"One of the most outstanding developments in
the field of children's literature lies in the realm
1/ Colvin, Stephen Sheldon, The Learning Process.,
MacMillan Company, N. Y., 1923, P# 115
2/ idem: p. 126
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illustrations. One needs only to pass through
the children's book section in any large department
store, visit a publishing house interested in the pub-
lishing of children’s books, wander through the chil-
dren’s room in a public library, or observe the en-
vironment of a progressive schoolroom to be aware of
*
the great number of gayly illustrated books of all
/
colors, shapes, and sizes which are there for the de-
light and instruction of the child. This development
has taken place particularly between the age levels of
four to ten years."
2/
A study by Bamberger shows that the amount
of illustrations appears to be a factor influencing
choices of books. Bamberger further offers the opin-
ion that approximately more than a quarter of the
book space should be devoted to pictures.
Many studies have been made to determine
the value of illustrations in reading and, since part
of this study concerns the effect illustrations have on
comprehension, results of other studies will be of val-
ue to this writer.
l/ Mellinger, Bonnie E.
,
Children’s Interests in Pictures
Teachers College, Columbia University Bureau of Publi-
cations, No.. 516, New York, 1932, p. 2
2/ Bamberger, Florence Eilau, The Effect of the Physical
Make-up of a Book upon Children ' s Selection, John
Hopkins University Studies in Ed., Baltimore, No. 4,
1922
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A study made by Miller to show how much
pictures ih basal readers aid comprehension indicates
pictures are of little value in increasing comprehension
This study was conducted with third grade children
2/
and showed several things.
1. Children see relatively few items in pictures
2. Items are seen in isolation rather than as
parts of a unified whole
3* The most important items often escape notice
4 0 Children with higher I.Q,. identify more than
those with lower I.Q,.
3* The chronological age is not important in
grade three
6. There are no significant sex differences in
ability to identify items in pictures
7-* If pictures are to aid the understanding of
printed materials, teachers will need to di-
rect the attention of children to important
items in pictures, and to develop interpreta-
tion of these items
2/
Miller however, points out that certain
1/ Miller, William A., “What Children See in Pictures,
Elementary School Journal. Vol. XXXIX,, Dec. 1938,.
_
_g_
2/ idem: p. 288
3/ idem: p. 281
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factors may have Influenced these results. It may be
well to consider these factors since they serve as
suggestions in making further studies involving the use
of illustrations,
1* The reading matter may have been so simple
that pictures were not needed to aid com-
prehension
2, The pictures may have been merely illustra-
tive and presented no ideas in addition to
those presented adequately in the reading
matter
3, The pictures may have presented content so
unfamiliar to the pupil that he was unable
to use them in interpreting the reading
matter
4, . The inability of the child to utilize the
pictures as they^aftiave been used
5, Misinterpretation of the pictures by the
child
6. The child failed to note constituent parts
of the picture
7* • The child failed to see relationship between
the parts
1/
Miller also made another study of the value
l7 Miller, William A,
,
"Reading Without PI r» t.nrfifl, " Ele-
mentary School Journal, Vol. XXXVIII, May 1938, p. 679
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of pictures in reading and found that in the picture
group, given eighteen possible chances for statistically
significant gains in reading, only ten gains were made,
while in the non-picture group there were twelve gains*
The study also showed that at the end of the exper-
iment both groups were equal in comprehension of the
material read in the basal readers,
Patty Smith Hill in the introduction to Dal-
gliesh's book states there should be more scientific
studies made of the effects of pictures and illustra-
,
if
tions in children s books. She recalls pictures used
in textbooks of many years ago and the indelible im-
pressions they made on the memory. stating that " such
memories as these point to the tremendous importance
of the type of picture provided, especially those for
young children." Hill strongly believes the artists
for children's books should not only possess skill as
artists but also have some insight into the effects
of the pictures upon the children.
2/
Opinion has been expressed by Freeman that,
since the demand for "more pictures" and "more story"
1/ Dalgliesh, Alice, First Experiences With Literature..
Ghas. Scribner's Sons, N. Y., 1932, introduction
2/ Freeman, LaVerne and Freeman, Ruth Sunderlin, The
Child and His Picture Book. Northwestern University
Press, Chicago, 1933, PP* 9-10
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is so great, picture books must be acknowledged to
influence the development of the child’s mind. The
universal appeal of pictures makes them an excellent
educational device. Tb defend this belief the authors
mention the attempt of Soviet Russia to educate her
illiterate peasants by pictorial means.
To quote Freeman: "Pictures furnish insight an<
direct li#es of growth. About them are built a
variety of concepts which go beyond the practical
limits of the child’s immaturity. In the appreciation
of illustrations lies the beginning of aesthetic im-
pulses; the comprehension of picture contents involves
the weighing of social values.' 1
"Pictures serve as a connecting link between
the immediate environment and that which is more
remote. If the picture contains new as well as
familiar objects, the relation of the new to the old
will be unconsciously learned,’.1
From a study made in Kentucky by Halbert
on the teaching value of the illustrated book it was
2/
1/ Freeman, G. LaVerne, and Freeman, Ruth Sunderlin,
The Child and His Picture Book. Northwestern Univer-
sity Press, Chicago, 1933, P. 60
2/ Halbert, Marie Goodwin, "The Teaching Value of Ill-
ustrated Books," American School Board Journal. Vol.
108., May 1944, pp. 43-44
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concluded that children get more relevant ideas from
reading a story with pictures than from a story with-
out pictures or from a picture alone. To the extent
that memory for ideas is a measure of comprehension,
it was determined that pictures do contribute to the
comprehension of reading materials.
Illustrations in books should not be used
merely to improve the appearance of the book, but
should play a more significant part than they are
1/
doing now to achieve educational objectives. The
value of illustrations depends greatly upon the care
with which the illustrations are chosen and the at-
tention paid them by the teachers and pupils. It is
a basic principle in selecting illustrations that they
must have a direct connection with the subject matter
of the textbooks.
Illustrations may some enhance the value and
interest of books, yet they may develop a danger
2/
point,. Moore states, } "Symbols of figures may be
drawn from fields so far removed from experience as
1/ Williams, Paul T, , "Textbooks Need Better Pictures,
Nation’s Schools, Vol. XXXIII, June 1940, p, 50
2/ Moore, Annie E, , Literature Old and New for Chil-
dren,. Houghton Mifflin GoT, N. Y., 1934, pp, 335-336
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to be confusing instead of illuminating; or, they may
be so exaggerated as to fail to carry a clear im-
oression.
"
1/
Bartlett states that illustrative material
that is too copious may discourage the collection of
pictures, maps, add objects from other sources, and may
dull an incentive for first hand experience. The
quality of the illustration as well as the quantity
is important.
She questions whether the child is adequately
prepared for life reading and study situations when
school experiences are confined to highly illustrated
material, "Teachers and makers of books must face
the fact that children should be trained to use
printed material without the bait of illustrations."
Studies have shown that much can be accomplish©
with illustrations in black and white or very limited
use of color. Of course color may prove very effect-
ive as a teaching aid and even indispensable in certai
situations, yet very effective teaching has been done
with books where color has not been used..
"Illustration which is mere ornamentation is
d
n
25 .
1/ Bartlett, Mary M, , "it's All Told in Pictures,"
Publisher's Weekly, Vol. 141, April 1942, pp. 1337-
1340
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rot a merit in a book; it is an evidence of craven
„
1/
pandering to an unhealthy taste.
2/
Mangravite expresses disapproval most emphatic-
ally by stating, "It is because of my belief in the
!
true creative vision of children that I disapprove of
illustrated children’s books. In such books we have
a triangular arrangement as far as mental imagery is
concerned; • first, that of the person who wrote the boo
second, that of the person who illustrated the book
(a second person cannot possibly express what another
person conceived); third, that of the child who is
reading the book*. Such a situation cannot but be
confusing to the child. If the words of a book are
meant to evoke pictures, why the accompaniment of pic-
torial representation? Looking at pictures, if it
teaches anything, teaches them the art of imitation^"
26 ,
Similar Studies
From studies recently made, certain factors
1/ Bartlett, Mary M. , "It’s All Told in Pictures,"
Publisher’s Weekly. Vol. 141, April 1942, pp. 1337-1340
2/ Mangravite, Peppino, "The Artist and the Child,"
Progressive Education. April, May, June 1926, 124
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have been discovered which may be valuable to the
wtiter of this study,.
3/
Richards states that illustrations have little
effect on comprehension scores in fifth and sixth
grades. While three out of four favored the illus-
trated story, none of the differences was statistically
significant. From this same study it was discovered
that children with superior intelligence rated higher
on non-illustrated stories, while children of average
intelligence scored slightly higher on the illustrated
stories. However in neither case was there any sig«4:
nificant difference.
In comparison of mental images in non-illus-
2/
trated and illustrated stories Denault reports that
while differences were not statistically significant
they did favor the unillustrated story. In compari-
son of retention the slight difference, while not
statistically significant, favored the illustrated sto-
ries.
1/ Richards, Claire, An Evaluation of the Effect of
Illustrations on Comprehension in the Fifth and Sixth
trades, Unpub, Ed, M, Thesis, Boston University, 194-5
2/ Denault, Edna F, , Effect of Illustrations in Stories
on the Mental Imagery of~ ~ Children in Graded Four.
"
Unpub, Ed, M, The si s , Boston University , 1944
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Clough and Denault both report positive
correlations between the child's reading age and abil-
i ty to see mental images, but find practically no cor'
relation between mental imagery and mental age.
Several studies have shown that imagery is
much higher in children who are interested in reading
2/
and do not find reading hard.
V 5/
Phipps and Wavle also point out that the
experience and background of the child greatly affects
the imagery.
6/
Brennan states that the age of the charac-
ter
age
in
of
the
the
story
group
is often
reporting
identified
•
wi th the actual
1/ G 1o h f Vida, Analysis of Mental Imagery in Chil-
dren 's Silent Reading, Unpub. Ed. M,. Thesis, Boston
University, 1939
2/ Denault, Edna F. , The Effect of Illustrations on
the Mental Imagery of Children in G-rade Four, Unpub*
Ed. . M. Thesis, Boston University, 1944
2/ Clough; Denault; op. cit. Wavle, Ardra S., Study
of Mental Imagery in Silent Reading, Unpub. Ed. M.
Thesis, Boston University, 1939
4/ Phipps, M. E. , Analysis of Mental Imagery, Unpub..
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 194-4
5/ Wavle, op. cit.
6/ Brennan, Marjorie, Study of Children's Imagery in
Visual and Auditory Comprehension. Unpub. Ed. M.
The si s, Boston Universi ty , 1938

29
1/
Phipps further reports significant differ-
ences in children
'
s mental imagery at the ages of
seven to nine. This statement is of interest to
this writer since this study will be made wi th chil-
dren of seven and eight years of age.
2/
In regards to sex differences Clough has
discovered in grades four, five, and six, that girls
made higher scores in imagery than boys.
This study, likewise, will attempt to deter-
mine the effect of illustrations on imagery and recall,
but is different from preceding studies in grade level
and sub-problems to be consideredo
The writer will make an effort to determine
the effect of illustrations in stories on the imagery
and recall of children in grade two. Also this
study will be concerned with a comparison of immediate
recall from illustrated stories and delayed recall from
the same stories; sex differences in the amount of re-
call; sex differences in visual and auditory imagery.
.
1/ Phipps, M. E., Analysis of Mental Imagery. Unpub 0
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1944
2/ Clough, Vida, Analysis of Mental Imagery in Children' s
Silent Reading
. Unpub. Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University,
1939
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CHAPTER II
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT

CHAPTER II
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT
This study has been planned to determine the
effect of illustrations in stories on the imagery and
recall of children in grade two. Further problems
for consideration are (l) a comparison of the immedi-
ate recall from illustrated stories with delayed recall
of the same stories; (2) sex differences in the a-
mount of recall; (3) sex differences in visual and
auditory imagery.
Materials Used
The selection of pictures for this experiment
presented the major problem. After checking various
sources, it was decided to use pictures from chil-
dren's coloring books. The writer obtained permission
v
from the Merrill Publishing Company and Reuben H.
2/
Lilja and Company Incorporated to duplicate pictures
from coloring books published by them. Six pictures
were selected, . Six original stories were written a-
bout the pictures selected. These were read to a
1/ Merrill Publishing Company, The Blue Ribbon Coloring:
Book, Chicago, Illinois, l§4l
2/ Reuben H, Lilja and Company Incorporated, Yankee
Doodle Coloring Book. Chicago, Illinois, 1941
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first grade group* to check interest. They were read
also by two teachers who had had primary grade ex-
perience. On the basis of these tryouts four stories
were selected from the six.. A slight change was de-
sired in two of the pictures so the writer asked the:
advice of the high school art supervisor. Under the
direction of this art supervisor a high school senior,
talented in art work, completed the pictures. The
pictures for the circus story were taken from the
1/
Preparatory Workbook to accompany Round the Year.
The writer transferred the pictures and sto-
ries selected, to mimeograph master copy paper. Dif-
ferent colored carbon paper was used to make colored
illustrations. The pictures and stories were duplicated
on the mimeograph machine..
The vocabulary for the stories was taken from
the primer and first and second grade readers of the
New Work-Play Series by Arthur I. Gates, Miriam B.
Huber and Celeste C. Peardon, published by MacMillan
Company, New York, in 1939, which is the one used
in the schools included in this study..
Various standard reading tests wppe studied
1/ Gates, Arthur I., and Huber, Miriam B. . Round the
Year
. MacMillan Company, New York, 1930
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and It was decided to use the revised form of Met-
ropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II, Form A, pub-
lished by the World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York, 1940.
.
Subjects of the Study
This study was conducted with 114 children in
four second grades in the schools of an average bus-
iness town in Massachusetts. The schools were located
in two different sections of the town. Most of
children in one section came from homes where the
parents speak a foreign language while the children
in the other section were more accustomed to the Eng-
lish language.. The chronological ages ranged from
7 years 2 months to 10 years 5 months and the mental
ages ranged from 5 years 8 months to 10 years 3 months.
Table I shows the mean chronological and mental
ages.
TABLE I
Mean Chronological and Mental Ages
No. Mean C. A. S. D. Mean M. A. S. D.
114 7-3.7 .73 7-10..6 .39
These scores showed that the population was a
normal population.
,
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Procedure
This experiment was begun the second week in
March, when each child in the four second grades was
given the Metropolitan Achievement Test,, Primary II,
1/
Form A, to determine the reading ages. This test
was administered in the regular classroom by the
writer.. Reading ages ranged from 7 years T months to
10 years 6 months..
Table II shows the mean reading age/..
TABLE II
Mean Reading Age
Number Mean Rdg. Age S.D.
114 8-5 .73
This score showed the reading ages of this
population to be slightly higher than the mental
ages.
1/ Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II, Form A,
Revised Edition, World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson,
New York, 1L940
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Each morning for four consecutive mornings
a story was given to each of the four classes by
the writer. These stories were presented in the reg-
ular classroom at the same time each morning. . The
stories were rotated so that each class had two ill-
ustrated stories and two non-illustrated storiesi.
Table III shows the rotation of the stories.
TABLE III
Rotation of Stories in the Four G-rades
Glass Story I Story II Story III Story IV
A. illus. non-illus. illus. non-illus.
B. illus. non-illus. illus. non-illus.
G. non- illus. illus. non-illus. illus.
.
D. non-illus. illus. non-illus.. illus.
No preparation was given to any class pre-
vious to that given by the writer the morning on
which the first story was presented. The following
directions were given to each class:
"Sometimes when we read stories we can hear
sounds and see pictures in our minds*. I have here
a booklet with a story for you to read. I waat to
find out if you can see any pictures or hear any
sounds in your mind when you read the story.. Also
I want to find out how carefully you read the story.
-.
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"First listen carefully to the story I tell
See if youo can hear any sounds or see any
pictures in your mind..
’A loud bell was ringing. Tommy looked up
very quickly. He saw a big red fire engine racing
down the street. Many people were hurrying down the
street, too. Then Tommy saw flames coming from Mr.
Brown's big barn . 1
"Can you see any pictures in your mind?"
Most of the children felt they had some idea
of pictures in their minds.
"What pictures can you see?"
A few examples of answers were:
"I could see Tommy running down the street.
"I saw a big barn on fire." "I saw a big fire
engine.
"
"Can you see any colors in your pictures?"
In response to colors red seemed to be the
main color because many mentioned the red fire engine
and the red fire. Some, however, volunteered different
colors which might be worn by Tommy. Cne child
said, "The street would be black."
"What kind of people do you see?"
To this question oq_p child said, "There would
be lots of big people and some children."
.»
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"What time of day do you think it might be?"
Opinions varied slightly as to whether it
might be morning or afternoon but no one mentioned
night. One child said he thought it must be morning
or afternoon because Tommy wouldn't be out doors at
night.
day
"What kind of a day do
Most children thought it
because Tommy wouldn't be out
"Do you hear any sounds?
you think it might be
must be a pleasant
in the rain.
What sounds do
?
M
you hear?"
Sample responses to the question about sounds
were
:
"People were hollering about the fire,"
"I could hear Tommy's feet as he ran,"
"The people made a lot of noise going down
the street,"
"You could hear the bell and siren on the
fire engine,"
"You might hear a cracking noise where the
fire was burning. You do sometimes,"
"Do you think any sounds were louder than
others?"
Most of the children thought either the peo-
ple shouting or the noise of the fire engine was the
loudest,
.

"Listen to this story, then tell me if you
hear any sounds or see any pictures in your mind*
'It was a rainy day. Peter Rabbit hopped
through the woods. He whistled a funny little tune*.
Peter was happy because he had had a carrot from
Farmer G-reen's garden.'
"Gan you see any pictures in your mind,?"
"What pictures do you see?"
The children mentioned such pictures as a
rabbit hopping through the woods; a rabbit with a
carrot in his mouth; and trees and leaves.. One child
said, "There might be some grass and bushes." An-
other child said, "I could see lots of trees because
it was the woods."
"Do you see any colors in your pictures?"
be
Green seemed to
^
the chief color suggested
because of the trees, grass, leaves, and bushes. The
children described Peter as white, brown, gray, and
brown and white.
.
"What time of day do you think it is?"
Some children suggested noon and others
thought afternoon.
"What kind of a day do you think it is?"
For this story this was more of a compre-
hension question because the story stated definitely that
it was a rainy day.. However the children did have
t .
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slightly different pictures as to how hard it was rain-
ing*
"Do you hear any sounds?"
To this question various children replied,
"Peter was whistling* H
"You could hear the rain in the leaves,."
"You could hear the bushes make a little
noise when Peter hopped through them*”
"Are any sounds louder than others?"
Some of the children thought Peter's whistling
might sound a little louder;' others thought the sound
of the rain in the leaves would he louder; and some
felt there would be no difference in the sounds.
"Read this story carefully. Then turn to the
last page in the booklet. Read each sentence care-
fully and draw a line under the words which best
finish the sentence* When you come to sentence 9,
it asks "Did you hear any sounds in your mind?"
If you think you can hear any sounds in your mind,
draw a line under YES. If you do not think you
can hear any sounds in your mind, draw a line under
NO. Remember some people may hear sounds in your
mind and some people may not hear any sounds in your
mind*
Question 10 asks: "Did you see any pictures
in your mind?" If you think you can see any pic-
t.
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tures in your mind, draw a line under YES. If you
think you can not see any pictures in your mind.
draw a line under NO.
Just do the best you can. Ready G-o."
The remaining three mornings the writer gave
the following brief directions: "I have here another
booklet with a story for you to read. Read the stO'
ry carefully,. Then turn to the last page in the
booklet. Read each sen tence carefully and draw a line
under the words which best finish the sentence, Ques
tion 9 asks: "Did you hear any sounds in your mind?"
If you think you did hear any sounds draw a line un
der YES, but if you think you did not hear any
sounds draw a line under NO. Remember — some people
may hear sounds in your mind and some may not.
Question 10 asks: " Did you see any pictures in your
mind?" If you think you did see any pictures in
your mind draw a line under YES , but if you think
you did not see any pictures in your mind draw a
line under NO. Remember some people may see
pictures in your mind and some people may not see
any pictures in your mind. Just do the best you can.
Ready G-o.
No time limit was set on the reading,. No
help was given with the vocabulary since the words
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used were within the reading range of the children*.
However, the children who finished first were encourage^
to check their work*
Each booklet contained a story and a multi-
ple choice test*
Two weeks later a second multiple choice test
was given by the writer for each illustrated story
for the purpose of comparing immediate recall with
delayed recall*
Each member of class D was checked orally
to determine the amount of imagery in each story. The
y
oral test was s adapted from that of Vida Clough*
A complete set of stories and tests appears in the
appendix.
It was interesting to note in making the oral
check that many times the answers given were influenced
by experience background or reading background of the
child* Children were apt to describe the people in
the stories to resemble the types they were. For
example a thin child was inclined to describe his
characters in the story as thin, or the tall child
seemed to feel most of his characters were rather tall*
l/ Clough, Vida, Analysis of Mental Imagery in Chil-
dren's Silent Reading. Unpub* Ed. M* Thesis, Bos-
ton University, 194-5
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When asked about the time at which the circus
story took place, one little girl anwwered, "Between
two and five o
'
clock,
"
Then she said, "You know why
I said that? I went to a ci reus once and it began
at two o * clock and got out at five o ' clock,
"
All tests were corrected and scored by the
writer, and an analysis of the data obtained appears
in the following chapter. Also the writer prepared
for each teacher cooperating in the study, a report
of the teacher '
s
own class.
,«
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data for this study has been analyzed to
determine the following points:
1. The amount of recall for second grade children
of illustrated material and non-illustrated
material
2. The amount of immediate and delayed recall of
illustrated stories
3. The effect of illustrations as reported by the
children on visual and auditory imagery
4. . Sex differences in these same functions
Table IV shows Story I for the entire pop-
ulation.
TABLE IV
Story I for the Entire Population
Material 3o • Mean S.D. S.E.
.
M.
Diff..
M.
D » .Hi
.
Diff.
C.R..
Ulus.
.
60 9.33 1.01 .13 .32 .27 1.19
N0n-illus. 3^ 9.01 1.73 .24
The mean score for the illustrated story was
9.33 as compared to 9*01 for the non-illustrated story.
The critical ratio of 1*19 showed the difference not
to be statistically significant. The chances are 88 in
100 that this is a true difference in favor of the
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illustrated story.
Table V shows the story II for the entire pop-
ulation,
TABLE V
Story II for the Entire Population
Material No., Mean S.D. S.E
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
G.R.
Ulus. 54 7.89 1.86 .25 .48 .37 1.29
Non-illus. 60 8.37 2.12 00CM•
The mean score of the illustrated story was
7*89 as compared to 8,37 for the non-illustrated story,.
The critical ratio of 1.29 showed the difference not
to be statistically significant.. The chances are 90
in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of
non-illustrated story.

».
Table VI shows story III for the entire popu-
lation.
TABLE VI
Story III for the Entire Population
Material No. Mean S.D.,
S • iii
.
M. ,
Diff.
M..
S • hi •
Diff. G.R.
Ulus. 60 9.15 1.4 .18 .43 .31 1.39
Non-illus. 54 8.72 1.87 .25
The mean score of the illustrated story was
9.15 as compared to 8.72 for the non- illustrated story
The critical ratio of 1.39 showed the difference not
be statistically significant. The chances are 92 in
100 that this is a true difference in favor of the
illustrated story.
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Table VII shows story IV for the entire pop-
ulation.
TABLE VII
Story IV for the Entire Population
Material No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Ulus. 54 8.43 1.93 .26 .29 .33 .88
Non-illus. 60 8.72 1.61 .21
The mean score for illustrated story was 8 .43
as compared to 8.72 for the non- illustrated story •
The critical ratio of . 88 showed the difference not
to be statistically significant. The chances are 82
in 100 that this is a true difference in favor of
the non- illustrated story.
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Table VIII shows story I, illustrated, for girls
and boys.
TABLE VIII
Story I, Illustrated, for G-irls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
G.R.
G-irls 30 9.77 .49 .09 .87 .29 3.0
Boys 30 8.9 1.56 .28
The mean score of the illustrated story for girls
was 9.77 as compared to 8.9 for boys. The critical
ratio of 3. 0 showed the difference to be statistically
significant in favor of the girls.

Table IX shows story I, non-illustrated, for
girls and boys.
TA3LE IX
Story I, Non-illustrated, for Girls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
a tp
.0 • H.' •
Diff.
C.R.
Girls 25 8.56 1.95 .39 .65 .47 1.38
Boys 29 9.21 1.42 • 26
The mean score of the non-illustrated story for
girls was 8.56 as compared to 9*21 for boys. The
critical ratio of 1.38 showed the difference not to
be statistically significant. The chances are 92 in
100 that this is a true difference in favor of the
boys.
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Table X shows story II, illustrated, for girls
and boys.
TABLE X
Story II, Illustrated, for G-irls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
G.R.
G-irls 25 8.08 1.92 oorA. .36 .53 .68
Boys 29 7.72 1.98 .37
The mean score of the illustrated story for
girls was 8.08 as compared to 7.72 for boys. The
critical ratio of .68 showed the difference not to
statistically significant* The chances are 76 in 100
that this is a true difference in favor of the girls.
.»
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Table XI shows story II, non-illustrated, for
girls and boys,
TABLE XI
Story II, Non-illustrated, for G-irls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Dlff.
M..
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
G-irls 30 9.07 1.05 1.92 1.4 .36 3.89
Boys 30 7.67 1.69 .31
The mean score of the non-illustrated story for
girls was 9*07 as compared to 7.67 for boys. The
critical ratio of 3.89 showed the difference to be
statistically significant in favor of the girls.
Table XII shows story III , illustrated, for girls
and boys.
TABLE XII
Story III, Illustrated, for G-irls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
G-irls 30 9.7 .59 .11 1.1 .26 4.27
Boys 30 8.6 1.28 .24
The mean score for the illustrated story for
girls was 9.7 as compared to 8.6 for boys. The crib
ical ratio of 4.27 showed the difference to be sta-
.{ J i.
a\;oE
tistically significant in favor of the girls
Table XITI shows story III, non-illustrated, for
girls and boys.
.
TABLE XIII
Story III, Non-illustrated, for Girls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff
.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R..
Girls 25 9.0 1.41 . ro oo .52 .47 1.11
Boys 29 8.48 2.01 .37
The mean score of the non-illustrated story for
girls was 9.0 as compared to 8.48 for boys. The
critical ratio of 1.11 showed the difference not to
be statistically significant. The chances are 86 in
100 that this is a true difference in favor of the
girls#
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Table XIV shows story IV, illustrated, for girls
and boys,
TABLE XIV
Story IV, Illustrated, for Girls and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S . Hi
.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Girls 25 8.56 2.01 .40 .25 .56 .45
Boys 29 8.31 2.11 .39
The mean score of the illustrated story
girls was 8,56 as compared to 8,31 for boys,
critical ratio of .45 showed the difference not
statistically significant. The chances are 67 in
that this is a true difference in favor of the
Boston University
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Table XV shows story IV, non-illus trated, for
girls and boys.
TABLE XV
Story IV, Non-illustrated, for Girls and Boys
Sex
n
KJ
No. . Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
.
S.E.
Diff.
G.R.
Girls 30 9.4 . 00 oo • 16 1.37 .38 3.61
Boys 30 8.03 1.87 .34
The mean score of the non-illustrated story
girls was 9t4 as compared to 8.03 for boys.. The
critical ratio of 3.61 showed the difference to be
statistically significant in favor of the girls.
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Table XVI shows immediate amid delayed recall
of illustrated story I for the entire population..
TABLE XVI
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated Story I
for the Entire Population
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S . hi .
Diff.
C.R.
I 60 9.33 1.01 .13
1.06 .23 4.6
II 60 8.27 1.47 .19
The mean score for the first recall test
for story I was 9.33 as compared to 8.27 for the sec-
ond recall test. The critical ratio of 4.6 showed
a statistically significant difference in favor of im-
mediate recall.
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Table XVII shows immediate and delayed recall of
illustrated story II for the entire population,
.
TABLE XVII
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated Story II
for the Entire Population
Test No* Mean S.D.. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M*.
S , Jh ,
Diff.
C.R.
I 54 7.89 1.86 .25
.29 .35 .83
II 54 7.59 1.77 .24
The mean score of the first recall test for
illustrated story II was 7.89 as compared to 7.59 for
the second recall test for story II, The critical
ratio of ,83 showed the difference not to be statistical
ly significant. The chances are 80 in 10© that this
is a true difference in favor of immediate recall.
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Table XVIII shows immediate and delayed recall
of illustrated story III for the entire population*.
TABLE XVIII
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated Story III
for the Entire Population
Test No* Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E*
Diff.
C*R*.
I 60 9.15 1.4 .18
.15 .26 .58
II 60 9.0 1.43 .18
The mean score of the first recall test
for the illustrated story III was 9.15 as compared to
9*0 for the second recall test for illustrated story
III* The critical ratio of *58 showed the difference
not to be statistically significant* The chances are
73 in 100 that this is a true difference in favor
of immediate recall*
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Table XIX shows immediate and delayed recall of
illustrated story IV for the entire population,
TABLE XIX
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated
Story IV for the Entire Population
Test No,. Mean S.D. s.s.
M,.
Diff,.
M.
S.E..
Diff,.
C.R.
I 54 8.43 1.93 .26
.11 .39 .28
II 54 8,54 1,51 .21
The mean score of the first test for re-
call of the illustrated story IV was 8,43 as compared
to 8,54 in the second test for recall,. The critical
ratio of ,28 showed the difference not to be statis-
tically significant. The chances are 22 in 100 that
this is a true difference in favor of delayed recall.
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Table XX shows immediate and delayed recall of
illustrated story I for girls.
TABLE XX
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated Story I
for G-irls
Test No. Mean S.D. . S . E
.
M.
Diff..
M.
S.E. -
Diff..
C.R.
I 30 9.77 .49 .09
1.34 .21 6.38
II 30 8.43 1.05 .19
The mean score of the test for immediate re-
call for illustrated story I was 9.77 as compared to
8*43 for the test for delayed recall*. The critical
ratio of 6.38 showed a statistically significant dif-
ference in favor of immediate recall.
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Table XXI shows immediate and delayed recall
of illustrated story I for boys.
.
TABLE XXI
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated Story I
for Boys
Test No. Mean S.D. S • E.
M..
Diff.
.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
.
C.R.
.
I 30 8.9 1.56 COCM.
.8 .44 1.82
II 30 8.1 1.78 .32
The mean score of the test for immediate
recall for illustrated story I was 8.9 as compared
to 8.1 for delayed recall. The critical ratio of
1.82 showed the difference not to be statistically
significant. The chances are 96 in 100 that this
id a true difference in favor of immediate recall.
.
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Table XXII shows delayed recall for illustrated
story I for girls and boys*
.
TABLE XXII
Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story I for Girls
and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff
.
M. .
.
S.E.
Diff..
G.R.,
Girls 30 8.43 1.05 .19
.33 .38 .87
Boys 30 8.1 1.78 .32
The mean score for the girls was 8. .43
as compared to 8*1 for the boys*. The critical ratio
of .87 showed the difference not to be statistically
significant* The chances are 80 in 100 that this
is a true difference in favor of the girls*
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Table XXIII shows the immediate and delayed
recall for illustrated story II for girls*
TABLE XXIII
Immediate and Delayed Recall of Illustrated Story II
for Girls
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
I 25 8.08 1.92 .38
.48 .46 1.04
II 25 7.6 1.27 .25
The mean score of the first test of the
illustrated story II for girls was 8.08 as compared
to 7.6 for the second test. The critical ratio of
1.04 showed the difference not to be statistically
significant* The chances are 85 in 100 that this is
a true difference in favor of immediate recall*
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Table XXIV show Immediate and delayed recall
for illustrated story II for boys.
TABLE XXIV
Immediate and Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story I
for Boys
Test No. , Mean S.D. S.E.
M?
•
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff..
C.R.
I 29 7.72 1.98 • 57
.13 .48 .27
II 29 7.59 1.65
i
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The mean score of the first test of recall
for illustrated story II for boys was 7.72 as compared
to 7.59 for the second test for recall. The critical
ratio of .27 showed the: difference not to be statis-
tically significant. The chances are 60 in 100 that
this is a true difference in favor of immediate recall
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Table XXV shows delayed recall for girls and
boys for illustrated story II
TABLE XXV
Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story II for Girls and
Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E,
Diff.
C.R.
G-irls 25 7.6 1.27 .25
.01 .39 .03
Boys 29 7.59 1.65 .31
The mean score of the delayed recall test
for illustrated story II for girls was 7.6 as compared
to 7.59 for boys.
.
The critical ratio of .03 showed
the difference iot to be statistically significant.
.
The chances are 52 in 100 that this is a true differ-
ence in favor of the girls.
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Table XXVI shows immediate and delayed re-
call for illustrated story III for girls*
TABLE XXVI
Immediate and Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story III
for Girls
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
I 30 9.7 .59 .11
.27 .21 1.29
II 30 9.43 .99 .18
The mean score of the first test of recall
for the illustrated story III for girls was 9.7 as
compared to 9.4-3 for the second test. The critical
ratio of 1.29 showed the difference not to be statis-
tically significant. The chanees are 90 in 100 that
this is a true difference in favor of immediate recall
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Table XXVII shows immediate and delayed recall
for Illustrated story III for boys,
.
TABLE XXVII
Immediate and Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story III
for Boys
Test No. Mean S.D. S.&.
M.
Diff.
M,
S.E.
Diff.
,
G.R.
I 30 8.6 1.28 .24
.03 .28 .11
II 30 8.57 1.68 .31
The mean score of the first test of recall
of the illustrated story III for boys was 8,6 as com-
pared to 8,57 for the second test of recall. The
critical ratio of ,11 showed the difference not to be
statistically significant,. The chances are 54 in 100
that this is a true difference in favor of immediate
recall,
.
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Table XXVIII shows delayed recall for illus-
trated story III for girls and boys.
TABLE XXVIII
Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story III for Girls
and Boys
Sex fe!o • Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Girls 30 9.43 .99 .18
.86 .22 3.91
Boys 30 8.57 1.68 .31
The mean score of the test for delayed re
call for illustrated story III for girls was 9.4-3
as compared to 8.57 for boys. The critical ratio
of 3*91 showed a statistically significant difference
in favor of the girls.
..
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Table XXIX shows Immediate and delayed recall
for illustrated story IV for girls,
% TABLE XXIX
Immediate and Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story IV
for Girls
Test No. . Mean S.D. S,E,
M.
Diff .
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
I 25 8 , 56 2.01 .40
.2 .47 .43
II 25 8.76 1.24 .25
The mean score for the first test of re-
call for the illustrated story for girls was 8,56 as
compared to 8.76 for the second test. The cri. tical
ratio of • 43 showed the difference not to be statist!-
cally signifleant. The chances are 67 in 100 that
this Is a true difference in favor of delayed recall.
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Table XXX shows immediate and delayed recall
for illustrated story IV for boys.
TABLE XXX
Immediate and Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story IV
for Boys
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
,
S.E.
Diff.
O.R.
I 29 8.31 2.11 .39
COo.LA.-3*o.
II 29 8.35 1.69 .31
The mean score for the first test of re-
call for the illustrated story for boys was 8.31 as
compared to 8.35 for the second test. The critical
ratio of .08 showed the difference not to be statis-
tically significant. The chances are 54 in 100 that
this is a true difference in favor of delayed recall.
..
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Table XXXI shows delayed recall for illustrated
j
story IV for girls and boys.
TABLE XXXI
Delayed Recall for Illustrated Story IV for Girls
and Boys
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
M.
Diff.
M.
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Girls 25 8.76 1.24 .25
.41 .39 1..05
Boys 29 8.35 1.69 1—
1
ro
•
The mean score of the test for delayed re'
call for illustrated story IV for girls was 8.76 as
compared to 8.35 for boys. The critical ratio of
1.05 showed the difference not to be statistically
significant. The chances are 71 in 100 that this is
a true difference in favor of the girls.
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Each child
ries, the questions:
was asked, after reading the stO'
1. Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
2, Did you see any pictures in your mind?
A definite inaccuracy in the reported answers may, of
course, be present here because, since no definite
objective check was made on the amount of imagery, a
child may have answered either "Yes" or "No" without
stopping to really consider whether he did or did not
/
hear sounds or see pictures in his mind as he read
the story.
An oral check was made on Glass D, the writ'
er‘s own classroom, to determine to some extent the
amount of imagery, but since this involved only a
small number of the children included in this study
it was not possible to draw any definite conclusions,.
Table XXXII shows the number of children re-
porting some imagery from the stories read.
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TABLE XXXII
70
Number Reporting Imagery from Stories Read
Story No. Type of Story No. claiming
Vis. Imagery
No. claimin
Aud. Imager
3
7
I
60 Ulus. 49 50
-£ Non-illus.
,
47 47
II
54 Ulus. 51 45
~w Non-illus. 51 49
III
60 Ulus. 49 47
54 Non-illus. 44 47
IV
54 Ulus. 43 45
60 Non-illus. 52 46
There were ten possible images in each story.
These were classed as follows:
1 .. Those reporting 9-10 as high mental imagery
2. Those reporting 6-8 as good mental imagery
3. Those reporting 3-5 as fair mental imagery
4. Those reporting 1-2 as little mental imagery
5. Those reporting no mental imagery
Table XXXIII summarizes these findings.
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TABLE XXXIII
Summary of Amount of Reported Imagery for Class D
Story Type of
Story
No
Im
V.
agery
A. .
1-2
Li t J
Imag
V.
tie
;ery
A.
3-5
Fai
Ima
V..
r
S®ry
A.
6-8
G-oo
Ima
V..
d
geyy
A.
9-
Hij
Im
V.
10
agery
A.
I Non-illus. 1 2 1 8 7
“
11 12 4 4 0
II Illus. 0 2 0 4 7 13 13 6 5 0
III Non-illus. 1 0 0 7 3 10 13 8 8 0
IV Illus. 1 0 0 3 3 15 15 7 6 0
This table shows that illustrations appar-
ently have little effect on the amount of imagery ob-
tained by second grade children* Visual imagery was
far superior to auditory imagery with this particular
group in this study*
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was planned to determine the effect
of illustrations on the imagery and immediate and de-
layed recall of 114 second grade children.. All the
children were first tested with the Metropolitan Achieve-
1/
ment Test, Primary II, Form A, to determine the
reading ages. Then four stories wBre presented to
each child. These stories were rotated so that each
child had two stories illustrated and two non-illus-
trated stories. Each story was followed with a test
for immediate recall. Also included in each test
were the questions "Did you hear any sounds in your
mind?" and "Did you see any pictures in your mind?"
Two weeksr later a second test for recall
was given for the illustrated stories and comparisons
were made.. Each child in Class D was given an in-
dividual oral test to obtain some idea of the amount
of imagery but since this included only 25 of the 114
children used in this study, the results can not be
considered significant.
The data from this study has been analyzed
»
— —
l/ Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II, Form A,
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940
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to determine:
1. The amount of recall for second grade chil-
dren of illustrated material and non-illus-
trated material
2. The amount of immediate and delayed recall
of illustrated stories
3. The effect of illustrations as reported by
the children on visual and auditory imagery*
4. Sex differences in these same functions.
The following conclusions have been made from this
analysis of data:
The findings were not always consistant. The
amount of immediate recall in story I showed a crit-
ical ratio of 1.19 and in story III, a critical ra-
tio of 1.39, both in favor of the illustrated story..
Story II showed a critical ratio of 1.29 and story
IV .88 in favor of the non-illustrated stories.
The findings for boys and girls were not always
consistant.. In three stohies the results were in
favor of the girls and in one story the results
favored the boys. Critical ratios of 3.0 for story
I and 4.27 for story III, both illustrated, and 3. $9
for story II and 3.61 for story IV, both non-illus-
trated, showed significant differences in favor of the
girls.. Critical ratios of .68 for story II and .45
for story IV, both illustrated, and 1.11 for story III,
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non-illustrated, were not statistically significant but
were in favor of the girls. In non-illustrated story
I the critical ratio of 1.38, although not significant,
was in favor of the boys.
In three out of four stories the differences
favored immediate recall. In one story the difference
was in favor of delayed recall. In story I a crit-
ical ratio of 4.6 showed the difference to be sta-
tistically significant in favor of immediate recall.
In story II, with a critical ratio of .83, and story
III, with a critical ratio of .38, the differences
were not significant but were in favor of immediate
recall. However in story IV, a critical ratio of
.28
,
while not significant. did favor delayed recall.
In comparing the immediate and delayed recall
scores made by girls, it was found that in three out
of four stories the differences favored immediate recall
In story IV the difference was in favor of delayed
recall. In only one case, in story I, was the dif
ference significant.
,
The scores made by boys in three out of
four stories favored immediate recall,
,
but in story
the difference favored delayed recall. None of these
differences was significant.
.
In comparing the scores for delayed recall
made by girls with those made by boys It was found
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that in every case the girls had done better than the
boys. In three out of four of the stories the dif-
ferences were not significant. In story III a crit-
ical ratio of 3.91 showed a significant difference in
favor of the girls. It is probable that in second
grade
>;girls had better recall than boys.
The amount of imagery was merely a check
on the number claimimg some imagery as they read the
stories,. Therefore the writer feels the information
gained has little validity. . From illustrated stories
I and IV more children claimed auditory imagery than
visual imagery.. From illustrated stories^ II and III
the report favored visual imagery. In the non-illus-
trated stories two reports favored visual imagery, one
had an equal number for visual and auditory imagery,,
and one favored auditory imagery..
The check is not an accurate one since
it does not determine any amount of imagery but girls
reported in two illustrated stories having higher visual
imagery,
,
in one illustrated story having equal imagery.
and in one illustrated story as favoring auditory im-
agery* . In the non-illustrated stories girls reported
in favor of visual imagery, in two stories, and in
favor of auditory imagery in the other two stories.
The boys reported in illustrated stories in favor of
visual Imagery in two stories, and in favor of aud-
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itory imagery in the other two stories* From the
non-illustrated stories the boys favored visual imagery
in two stories, reported equally for visual and audi-
tory imagery in one story
,
and favored auditory imagery
in the fourth story.
From thi s it may be felt that illustra-
tions do not affect the imagery of either sex but
that visual imagery is slightly superior to auditory
imagery.
These points are questionable, however, since
other studies have shown great differences* In the
ix
study made by Clough it was determined that there
was a great predominance of visual imagery over other
kinds of imagery* She also found that in comparing
girls and boys there was a definite superiority in
imagery in favor of girls.
2/
Likewise Denault found a critical ratio
of 11.85 between visual and auditory imagery with chil-
dren of grade four* Since this difference was in
favor of visual imagery it showed a definite superior-
ity of visual imagery over auditory imagery*
1/ Clough, Vida, Analysis of Mental Imagery in Chil-# dren's Bilent Reading*
..
Unpub. Ed. M. Thesis, Boston
University, 1943
2/ Denault, Edna F. Effect of Illustrations in Stories
on the Mental Imagery of Children in Grade Four,
Unpub. Ed. M. . Thesis, Boston University, 1944
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In testing orally each individual of Glass D
it was found that illustrations had no effect on the
imagery. From some of the answers given by different
children experience seemed to have some effect on the
imagery.. From Table XXXIII it can be determined that
visual imagery is far superior to auditory imagery.
This also tends to contradict the previous findings
obtained from the simple check made on the other
classes, but does follow the findings of Clough and
Denault.
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1* Repetition of this study using photographs in-
stead of commercial pictures
2* Suggestions for a program to develop a keener
sense of imagery in primary children
3. A workbook of stories and exercises to improve
imagery in primary children
4. , A study of the value of imagery training on
the reading comprehension of primary children
5. Further study of sex differences in children* s
imagery
/-
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APPENDIX

NAME
SCHOOL GRADE
GROUP
TEST I
TEST II
VISUAL IMAGERY : YES NO
AUDITORY IMAGERY: YES NO

At the Circus
Tommy looked up the street. Tommy looked down
the street. Yes, Tommy was
;
going to the circus
MyJ. how many people there were at that circus.'
Tommy wondered if he would get inside the tent. But at
last Tommy did get inside the tent. He watched. He
listened. Then he heard the band,
A man called out, "Balloons,' Balloons,'. Come buy
ray balloons,'"
At last the circus began. And so many things
Tommy saw,'
"How clever that big brown bear is to hbld a
1* od- .
*
*
» .
» •
1 : L
'
l - 3 . : :
»
ball on his nose, thought Tommy, "How funny thei monkey
with the little red coat and hat looks carrying his ball-
oon. I can see two kinds of balloons. One is a big
balloon to ride in !Like an airplane. The other balloons
are on a string and we can buy them.
"
Tommy watched the black and white horse standing on
his hind legs. He watched a cowboy. "I would like a
cowboy suit," said Tommy to himself.
Tommy watched the clowns, too. How funny they
were.' How happy they looked.' . He liked clowns. He
liked the clown with stripes on his suit. He liked the
fat clown. He wondered if the clown's dog would jump
through the hoop.
.
But best of all Tommy liked the clown who rode
on the elephant's trunk. This clown waved to everyone.
Tommy was so sure that clown waved to him that he cried
as loudly as he could, "Hello, Clown.' I'm Tommy.'"
"Hello, Tommy.'" called the clown.
me.
"Now I know I like that clown best.'!' thought
"He waved to me. He called 'Hello, Tommy ' to
Wouldn't you li.ke that clown best if he waved
to you?
« -
•
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Test I
Draw a lire urder the right words:
1. Tommy was a little
boy girl dog
2. Tommy was going to the
circus farm city
3. Tommy saw many
cars people dogs
4. A man sold
balloons boxes balls
5. The bear held the ball on his
paw ear nose
6. The monkey had a
ball wagon balloon
7. • The clowns were
sad funny black
8. The part Tommy liked best was the
balloons cats clown
9* Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
Yes No
10. Did you see any pictures in your mind?
Yes No
..
Test II
Draw a lire under the right words:
1. The hoy’s name was
Tommy Bobby
2. Tommy was looking for the
circus friends
3. The animal who did tricks with a ball
a bear a monkey
4. Tommy saw two kinds of
balloons monkeys
5. One was like an
animal box
6. Tommy liked the best.
city clowns
7.
- One clown rode on an
egg airplane
8. Tommy was sure this clown
waved laughed
9.
- Tommy called,
Good-by, Bill Hello, Clown
10. Tommy liked this clown
Just a little
J im
cars
was
a dog
airplanes
airplane
farm
elephant
sang
Come out
best not at all

NAME
-
'
» ' ' -
SCHOOL GRADE
GROUP
TEST I
TEST II
VISUAL IMAGE YES NO
AUDITORY II 'AGEHYl YES NO
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Jlmmy uaok— luaok * o tory
Jimmy and Jackie iuaok— iuack v/oro two little
yel ow ducks# They lived with the other ducks by Little
Duok Pond# They went to the pond every day# They
splashed and splashed# They quacked and quaoke #
dut ono day Jimmy uaok— iuack said, "This pond
is too little for me. I want a big or pond." And he
flapped hi 8 wings hard#
"Lot’s find a bigger pond," said Jackie#
"Do not be foolish," quacked a wise old duck#
"This pond is not too little#"
9ut Jimmy and Jackie would not listen# They put
on thoir little blue hats# Jackie put on a little rod
coat# Jimmy put on a little green coat# Off they wont
Pat, pat, pat wont their little orange feet along
the road# At first it was a fast pat, pat# Then it
was a slow pat, pat# A twig snapped under thoir fe t#
A little bird peeped a song#
It was summer. Old Mr# >un was very hot that
day# Jimmy and Jackie walked on and on# Thoy looked
horo# Thoy looked there# They found no pond.
At last Jinny said, "I MUST rest• y foot hurt#
I am hot#
"
"Oh lot's go on, 1 euaokoi Jackie# "We must be
near water# "
At lait Jinny and Jaoile came to a sign* Jimmy
and Jackie looked at the sign. Then Jackie g°ve a
little cry# "Jimmy l That si n says 'Water—3 KiloeJS"

Two hot ducks slowly and sadly patted baok to
Little DuOk ond#
Two hot ducks splashed into Little nick l ond,
glad to be back# The flowers looked whiter# Flies buzzed
louder# Iraso was greener# All tho duoko swam around
Jack!© and Jinny# splashing and quackin' and quacking and
c
,
splashing#
”Ch, yeej ’’ said Jimmy# ’’The pond was : JCH bigger
than this one# It was so blue# It w s so big# 8ut
vr© thou *ht about you. We could not swim in such a nice
pond when you wero in a little pond# Some day wo will
take you there# It is a long way*”
\nd Jimmy tossed a bad little head and wiggled
a bad little tail# Then away swam Jimmy and Jackie.
All the other ducks looked after them# That is#
all b it the wise old duck# II© Just said# ” ,uaok# qu~aek# "
and swam away#
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Draw a line under the right words:
1. Jimmy and Jaokie uack-- diack were
monkeys ducks boys
2. Jimmy wanted a bigger
pond coat bicycle
3* Bo off went
Jimmy and Jackie
4. It was
winter summer
5# At last they saw a
sign big pond
6. The sign said
W&TER**3 MILES
7* The ducks were very
glad sad red
8. So the ducks went
back home for a ride
9. Did you he-’r any sounds in your mind?
Yes No
10. Did you see any picturos an your mind?
all the duck
3
spring
fox
311 PCND
Yes No

Test II
Draw a line under the right words:
1 1. The ducks lived at
Little Duck Pond Big Blue Way
t 2. Jimmy said the pond was too
little deep big
3. Jimmy and Jackie went to look for a
bigger pond a new coat duck
4. The day was very
cold hot wet
5* Jimmy and Jackie found only a
sign box boat
6. Water was miles away.
4 3 6
7. The ducks went
back home to a new pond
8. Jimmy was a little duck.
good bad big
9. Jimmy said they found a
bigger pond new sign a hat
10.
1
The old duck was
wise foolish bad
t
t
I.
CikL TEST
( for class D only)
Did you soe any pictures in your story?
What pictures did you see?
What colors did you see In your pictures?
Did you see any people^ in your pictures?
Did you see any animals?
What did they look like?
What time of day do you think it was?
What kind of a day do you think it was?
What time of year do you think it was?
Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
What sounds did you hear?
We e any sounds louder than others?

NAME
SCHOOL GRADE
a ?r;jp
T T I
T *;st II
VISUAL I ACERY : YES NO
AUDI ORY I 3- .RY: YS3 NO



Jimmy' New Friend
Jimmy lived in the city. He had heard about
Uncle Bill's ranch. He had heard about the horses. He
had heard about the cowboys on the ranch;-— about their
songs, and how they galloped and pranced about on their
horses, Jimmy had never seen a ranch, Jimmy had never
seen cowboys,
Jimmy wanted to go to ’Uncle Bill's ranch. Uncle
Sill had said he would like to have Jimmy come. Mother
and Father had said Jimmy might go to see Uncle Bill when
summer came.
Bummer came at last. Then off went Jimmy.
As the train roared along the tracks Jimmy thought of
all the things he would see and the things he would like
to do at the ranch.
As soon as Jimmy got to the ranch, ncle Bill
gave him a cowboy suit. "Now you are a real cowboy. H
said Uncle Bill. "And you may have a pony for your very
own. I will show you how to saddle her. I will show
you how to ride her, too. What fun you can have riding
your pony. Her name is Brownie."
Jimmy put on his cowboy suit. He took his
saddle. "Yip-eei
”
yelled Jimmy. Then he raced across
the field to see Brownie.
Brownie was a little brown pony. Jimmy saw
her standing in the field.
"Hello, Brownie, " said Jimmy. "I am Jimmy. I
live in the city but I am going to be here all summer.
The city is not like the ranch you know. We have muoh
noise in the city. We hear many people walk along the
/
a reets. Homs h nk. Whistles blow. There Is much
noise. The ranch is not like the city. It is quiet
on the ranch.
"Uncle Bill says I may h°ve you for my very
own pony . I will learn to saddle you. I will learn
to ride you. We will gallop across the green fields.
We will trot around the ranch. -
"I will be very kind to you, Brownie. I did
not have a pony in the city, but I know I ra"st be
kind to you. I am sure we will be good friends.
"
Brownie looked at Jimmy. Then she whinnied, as
if to say, "I am sure we will be good friends."
Just then Jimmy herrd Uncle Bill call. "Well,
good-by. Brownie. I must go back to the ranch house
now, but we will have fun tomorrow I know," said Jimmy.
Jimmy.And off r n
ft
I
.
*
Test I
Draw a lino under the right words
i
1* Jlmngr lived In the
farm oity ranch
2. He wanted to 30 to inolo Bill's
ranoh zoo boat
3* He wont to s^e nolo 3111 In the
winter fall summer
4. nolo Bill ^ave him a
cowboy suit fir© engine toy pony
5» 3rownle was a
pony dog boy
6
.
Jinny will loarn to
ride Tommy ride Brownie swim
7. J1 ^ny and Brownie will b© good
boys friends
.
< dogs
8 * Jimmy said there was much nise
in the oity on the ranoh
9 * Old you hoar any sounds in your mind?
Xes No
10. Did you see any pictures in your mind?
Yes No
.*
*
*
-
.
SCHOOL GRADE
GROUP
TEST I
TEST II
VISUAL IMAGERY: YES NO
AUDITORY IMAGERY: YES NO



Birthday Fish
It was Ann's birthday. She was seven years old.
"Will you take me fishing today?" she asked her
brother. Tom. "You said you would when I was seven."
"May we go, Mother?" asked Tom.
Mother said, "Yes,
"
and Tom and Ann ran to get
ready. Tom put on his blue overalls and yellow straw hat
Ann put on a green dress and little green sun hat. Mother
put a nice lunch into a big brown basket. Then off
went Ann and Tom.
Soon they came to the fishing pond. Tom found
a big log near the pond. He put the basket in the cool
green grass, by the pond. Ann and Tom sat on the log.
The big yellow sun was very hot this summer day. How
cool the water looked: How blue it wasi The fishing
lines went down into the water. "Sit very still, Ann,"
whispered Tom.
Before long Tom felt his line pull. Quickly Tom
pulled his line out of the water. There was a little
splash: Out came a fidhi
"Ohi Oh.’ Ohi
"
cried Tom. "I got a fishj I
got a fishj
"
Ann laughed a happy laugh. "You got the first
fish, Tom. Now I must catch __ _ mone.
> The children fished a little longer. At last
Tom had two fish ahd Ann had one. Then Ann said
,
"Let’
eat our lunch, Tom. Then we can go home. tv
The children ate the lunch Mother had put in the
basket. Then Tom put the t^ree fish on a string. Ann
took the basket. Tom took the fish. The children started

for home
As they walked through the woods Tom whistled and
Ann hummed a happy song. A little bird in a tree
sang a song. A little gray squirrel on the ground
> chattered as the children walked by. He seemed to know
that Ann and Tom were very happy.
"I can just hear those fish go s-s-s as they cook
in the pan," laughed Ann. "Let's call them birthday
fish. We got them on my birthday." Ann gave a little
skip.
"All right," said Tom. "Maybe we can have "birth-
day fish" for supper."
I


Test I
Draw a line under the right words:
!• Ann was years old.
eight
2. Tom was her
sister
3. Ann was goflmg
fishing
4. The children got
one fish
seven
friend
swimming
five fish
5. Tom put the fish on a
string pan
6. The# walked home through the
field woods
7. A squirrel was on the
ground tree
8. Ann called the fish
"black fish
five
brother
walking
three fish
basket
water
pond
birthday fish
9. Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
Yes No
10. Did you hee any pictures in your mind?
Yes No

Test II
Ora r a line under the rl ht words*
1* It was Ann*
s
birthday box
2. Tom took Ann
walking
^ other gave them
a fish
fl shins
a lunoh
4, The first fish was caught by
Ann Tom
dog
riding
a ride
ather
5. To 'other the children got
five fish three fish nine fish
6. that time of year was it?
spring winter summer
7. Tom took the fish home on a
« string box basket
8. The bird and squirrel knew the children wore
funny sad happy
9* Ann oallod the fish birthday fish because
it was her birthday it wan a good name
10. Tho children may oat the fiah for
breakfast dinner supper

ORAL TEST
(for class D only)
Did you see any pictures in your story?
What pictures did you see?
Were there any colors in your pictures?
Were there any people in your picture?
What did they look like?
About how old wbct? they?
What time of year was it?
What time of day do you think it was?
What kind of a day do you think it was?
Did you hear any sounds in your story?
What sounds did you hear?
Were any sounds louder than others?

NAME
SCHOOL GRADE
GROUP
TEST I
VISUAL IMAGERY: YES NO
AUDITOrCT IMAGERY YES NO
»r
At Tho Circus
To my looked up the street# Tommy looked down the
street. Then
the circus*
away wont Tommy* Yes* Tommy was going to
y* how many peoolo there wave at tliat circus* Tommy
wondered i** he would get insl ]o the tent* 3ut at last
Tommy did got inside th© tent* He watched* He listened*
Then he heard the bond#
A man called out* "dalloonsj dalloonsj Come buy my
balloons*
At last tho circus bo -on. And so many things Tommy
sawI
"How cloyor that big brown boar is to hold a ball on
his nose* ’ Vaught Tommy* "How funny the monkey with the
little rod coat and hat looks carrying his balloon* I can
soo two kinds of bal loons* One lo a big ballo n to rido
in like an airplane* The other balloons are on a string
and we can b y them*"
To my watched the black and whito horso standi ig on
his hind le s* He watcho 1 a cowboy* "I would like a
oowboy a ilt# " said Tommy to himself.
Tommy watched the clowns* too* iiow fTinny they wore*
How happy they looked! He liked downs. He liked tho
olown with stripes on hlo cult* He liked tho fat olo’.n*
e wonder© l if the clown's dog would J mp V. r6ugh the hoop.
Out best of all Tommy liked tho olown who rode on the eleji
phant's trun ! ’* This olown wavod to everyone* Tommy was
ao sure the olown waved to him that ho cried as loudly as
he could* '’Hello* ClownJ I'm Tommy."
•
called the clown
Tommy,
"Hello, Tommy J"
"Now I know I like that clown best,! " thought
"He waved to me,
"
Wouldn't you like that clown best if he waved to

Tost I
T)raw a lino under t o ri ht v/ordB:
1. Torny was a little
boy girl dog
2. Tommy was going to the
farm circus olty
3. Tommy saw many
oar8 pooplo dogs
4. A, man sold
b lloons boxes balls
5. The bear held the ball on hlo
•
paw oar nose
6.
\
The monkey had a
ball wagon balloon
7. The clowns woro
sad funny black
8. The part Tommy liked best was the
dalloons oats clowns
9. Did you hoar any sounds In your mind?
Yes No
10. r>ld you boo any pictures In your mind?

ORAL TEST
( for class D only)
Did you see any pictures in your story?
What pictures did you see?
What colors did you see in your pictures?
Did you see many people in your picture?
What did they' look like?
About how old were the people?
Did you see
%
many animals?
What time of day do you think it was?
What kind of a day do think: it was?
What time of year do you think it was?
Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
What sounds did you hear?
any sounds louder than others?Were
*
SCHOOL JRADK
GROUP
I
——1 :

Jimmy Quack— luack's Story
Jimmy and Jackie Qjiaok— Quack were two little yellow
ducks. They lived with the other ducks by Little Duck
Pond. They went to the pond every day. They splashed
and splashed. They quacked and quacked.
But one day Jimmy Quack-Quack said, "This pond is
too little for me. I want a bigger pond." And he
flapped his wingd hard.
"Let's find a bigger pond," said Jackie.
"Do not be foolish, ' quacked a wise old duck.
"This pond is not too little."
But Jimmy and Jackie would not listen. They put
on their little blue hats. Jackie put on a little red
coat. Jimmy put on a little green coat. Off they went.
Pat, pat, pat went their little orange feet along
the road. At first it was a fast pat. pat. Then
it was a slow pat, pat. A twig snapped under their
feet. A little bird peeped a song.
It was summer. Old Mr. Sun was very hot that day.
Jimmy and Jackie walked on and on. They looked here.
They looked there. They found no pond.
At last Jimmy said, "I MUST restj My feet hurt.
I am hot. r
'
'Oh, let's go on," quacked Jackie. "We must be
near water.
"
At last Jimmy and Jackie came to a sign. Jimmy
and Jackie looked at the sign. Then Jackie gave a little
cry' Jimmy. That sign says *Water—3 Milesi'""
Two hot duoks slowly and sadly patted back to Little
Duck Pond
J
gladTwo hot ducks splashed into Little Duck Pond,
to be back. The flowers looked whiter. The flies buzzed
louder. Grass was greener. All the ducks swam around
Jackie and Jimmy, splashing and quacking and quacking and
splashing.
"Oh, yes?" said Jimmy. "The pond was MUCH bigger
than this one! It was so blue! It was so big!
But we thought of you. We could not swim in such a
nice pond when you were in a little pond. Some day
we will take you there. It is a long way."
And Jimmy tossed a bad little head and wiggled a
bad little tail. Then away swam Jimmy and Jackie.
All the other ducks looked after them. That is,
all but the wise old duck. He just said, "Quack, qu-ackJ"
and swam away

Test I
»
Draw a line under the right words:
1. Jimmy and Jackie Quack— Quack were
monkeys ducks boys
2. Jimmy wanted a bigger
pond coat bicycle
3. So off went
Jimmy and Jackie all the ducks
4. It was
winter summer spring
5. At last they saw a
sign big pond fox
6. The sign said
WHITER
— 3 MILES BIG PCND
7* The ducks were very
glad sad red
8. So the ducks went
back home for a ride
9. Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
Yes No
10. Did you see any pictures in your mind?
Yes No

N A ' ••
O HOOL GRADE
GROUP
TEST I
TEST II
VI UAL IMAGERY: YES NO
AUSITORY IMAGERY 1 YES NO

Jimmy's New Friend
Jimmy lived in the city . He had heard about Uncle
•Bill* s ranch. Hehad he ard about the horses • CD had he
about the cowboys on the ranch;— about their songs
,
and
how they galloped and pranced about on their horses.
Jimmy had never seen a ranch. Jimmy had never seen cow-
boyd.
Jimmy wanted to go to Uncle Bill* s ranch. Uncle
Bill had said he would like to have Jimmy come. Mother
and Father1 had said Jimmy could go to see Uncle Bill
when summer came.
Summer came at last. Then off went Jimmy. As
the train roared along the tracks Jimmy thought of all the
things he would like to see and do.
As soon as Jimmy got to the ranch, Uncle Bill gave
him a cowboy suit. Now you are a real cowboy," said
Uncle Bill. "And you may have a pony for your very
own. I will show you how to saddle her. I will show
you how to ride her. too. What fun you can have riding
your pony. Her name is Brownie."
Jimmy put on his cowboy suit • He took his saddle.
"Yip-eeJ
"
yelled Jimmy. Then he raced across the field
to see 3rownie.
Brownie was a little brown pony. Jimmy saw her
standing in the field •
,
"Hello, Brownie,
"
said Jimmy. "I am Jimmy. I
live in the city but I am going to be here all summer.
The city is not like the ranch you know . We have much
noise in the city. We hear many people walk along the
streets. Horns honk. Whistles blow. There is much

noise. The ranch is not like the city. It is quiet
on the ranch.
"Uncle Bill says I may have you for my very own
pony. I will learn to saddle you. I will learn j&o
ride you. We will gallop across the green fields. We
will trot around the ranch.
"I will be very kind to you, Brownie. I did not
have a pony in the city, but I know I must be kind to
you. I am supe we be good friends."
Brownie looked at Jimmy. Then she whinnied as
if to say, "i am sure we will be good friends."
Just then JimmJ: heard Uncle Bill call. "Well,
good-by, Brownie. I must go back to the ranch house now,
but we will have fun tomorrow I know, " said Jimmy. And
ran Jimmy.off

Test I
Dsaw a line under the rischt words:
1. Jimmy lived in the
farm city ranch
2. He wanted to
.
go to Uncle 3ill's
ranch zoo boat
3v He went to see Uncle 3ill in the
winter fall summer
4. Uncle Bill gave him a
cowboy suit fire engine toy pony
5. Brownie was a
pony dog boy
6. Jimmy will learn to
ride Tommy ride Brownie swim
7. Jimmy and 3rownie will be good
boys friends dogs
8. Jimmy said there was much noise *
in the city on the ranch
9. Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
Yes No
10. Did you see any pictures in your mind?
Yes No

ORAL TEST
(FOR CLASS D ONLY)
Did you see any pictures in your story?
What pictures did you see?
Did you see any colors in your pictures?
Were there many people in
;
your picture?
What did they look like?
About how old were they?
Were there many animals in your picture?
What time of year do you think it was?
What time of $Lay do you think it was?
What kind of a day do ycu think it was?
Did you hear any sounds in your story?
What sounds did you hear?
Were any sounds louder than others?
.'
-
NAME
SCHOOL G-RADE
3-ROUP
TE CT I
VISUAL IMAGERY : YES NO
AUDI TORY IMAGERY : YES NO

Birthday Fish
It was Ann's birthday. She was seven years old.
"Will you take me fish ing today?" she asked her brother
Tom. "You said you would when I was seven.
"
"May we go. Mother?" asked Tom.
Mother said, "Yes," and Tom and Ann ran off to get
ready. Tom put on his blue overalls and yellow straw
hat. Ann put on a green dress and a little green
sun hat. Mother put a nice lunch into a big brown
basket. Then off went Ann and Tom.
Soon they came to the fishing pond. Tom found
a big log near the pond. He put the basket in the
cool greengrass by the pond. Ann an i Tom sat on the
log. The sun was very hot thi s summer day How cool
the water looked! How blue it was! The fishing lines
went down into the water. "Sit very still. Ann, " whi s-
pered Tom.
Before long Tom felt his line pull. Quickly
Tom pulled his line out o r the water. There was a
little splash! Out came a fish!
"Oh.' Oh! Oh!" cried Tom. "I got a fish! I
got a fish.'"
Ann laughed a happy laugh. "You got the first
fish, Tom. Now I must catch one.
2
The children fished a little longer. At last
Tom. had two fish and Ann had one. Then Ann said,
"Let's eat our lunch, Tom. Then we can go."
The children ate the lunch Mother had put in the
basket. Tom put the three fish on a string. Ann
took the basket. Tom took the fish. The children

started home
As they walked through the woods Tom whistled and
Ann hummed a happy song. A little bird in a tree sang
a song. A little gray squirrel on the ground chattered
as the children walked by. He seemed to know that Ann
and Tom were happy.
"I can just hear those fish go s-s-s as they cook
in the pan," laughed Ann* "Let's call them birthday
fish* We got them on my birthday." Ann gave a little
skip.
"All right, " said Tom. MJMlaybe we can have " birthday
fish" for supper."

Test I
Draw a
1. Ann
line under the right words:
was
;
years old.
eight seven
2. Tom was her
sister friend
3. Ann was going
fishing swimming
4. The children got
one fish five fish
3. Tom put the fish on a
string pan
6.
They walked home through the
field woods
7.
A squirrel was on the
ground tree
8. Ann called the fish
black fish birthday fish
9. Did you hear any sounds in your mind?
Yes No
five
brother
walking
three fish
basket
water
pond10.
Did you see any pictures in your mind?



